Software Solutions
March 23, 2016

Attendance: Beth Myrer, David Tobler, Denise Vandevanter, Nathan Gerber, Robert Johnson
Conducting: David Tobler
Minutes: Beth Myrer

Advisor Role on myUVU

- LDI event is sent when an FCST code is changed
- Denise has talked with Clint – need to inactive record and change FCST code to IN and then make an AC – Nathan needs to close the loop with Clint
- Push the myUVU changes between 3:00 am and 6:00 am – the first time needs to be monitored

Discussion of “department channel” and what it is

myUVU

- Side bar should not be there
- View is affected on desktop vs tablet
- Banner 8 page is done
- Hope to push once a week to keep things current
- Can work on Banner XE but not Banner 8
- Issues with the Veteran’s form and how the navigation works (the drop down menu was not working)
- Put a link to Veteran menu under the Student’s campus services page
- Put a ticket in to address the link, will be after work on Degree Works has been completed
- Need to put a notice regarding the disruption of Banner services over the weekend
- Discussion of the data base outage – Chuck put it in the disruption notices (which Eddie’s group handles) – is on the instances page which is not widely used
- Could be rolled into POB
- Discussion of how to look at modules in myUVU
- Decided to put Banner 9 inside Banner services for testing – may call it Dev instead of Test
- Hope to push once a week to keep things current